


VITAL BREATH, 
Alternative rock energy !

VITAL BREATH : 
4 experimented 
musicians, and

a voice, Jérôme, 
who gives 

a surprising 
US consonance...

No man is a prophet in his own land! 

Vital Breath  is well aware of this. There‘s no other band like him in France. 
This makes them feel like aliens there.

The band believe in his own music which mixing many influences of modern metal music, 
American rock, metal progressive, alternative rock and a touch of catchy pop melodies. 

Fans of Alter Bridge, Disturbed, Alice in Chains, or Dream Theater should enjoy.

All texts and musics are written by Jérôme Ponsolle (lead vocal and guitar). Each piece is 
carefully arranged and orchestrated by the rest of the group. All songs deal with topics such as 
human relations, societal issues, the perception of good and evil, life, death, beliefs, ecology, 

and the complexity of our world today. A mixture of zen, hope, inner torture and outlet.

After a first album «Duality, which was well received by musical critics and the public, the 12 
tracks of the new album «Angel of lights» received a careful production and adapted to the 

progressive style of the group (mix and mastering by Olivier Didillon). 
The pianos and strings arrangements made by Julien Spreutels (Ethernity, Epysode, Noveria), 

add an accomplishment to the work realized by the group.
The four passionate musicians convey through their music, a positive energy and awaken 

emotions that will make you feel ... alive! Now listen and take a deep Vital Breath !!!



Jérôme Ponsolle (author/compositor - lead singer/guitarist)
I’m on stage since 1995 with different bands (compositions and pop-rock cover).  
Then I joined bands like Gingko (french rock). Vital Breath is my 1st completely 
accomplished project with motivated and rewarding musicians !

Chris Blanc-Tailleur (bass guitar - chorus)
I’m in the universe of music for a long time. I collaborated with artists in very 
varied spheres : jazz, metal, hip-hop, song. This eclecticism, associated with my 
experiment) of the stage and the studio, naturally ended in my professionalization.



François Brisk (drummer - chorus)
After a training of one year in MAI of Nancy in 1995, I became professional. 
Then I got experiences with several groups like Dyslesia (power speed melodic 
metal) and Virus IV. I went on tour with famous bands (Iron Maiden, Helloween, 
Gamma Ray, Vanden Plas, Symphony X, Firewind ...) and shared stages with 
groups as Scorpions, Evergrey, Round Pagan Minds ...

Wayne Loeuillet (guitarist - chorus) 
In 2004, through the musical club 
Yamaha, I met other musicians. 
Thanks to them, I join the universe of 
the stage. I made lots of control rooms 
(sound, light, tray, studio) for different 
types of performances (music, theater, 
dance).
Thanks to the stage, I built my 
musician’s way.



Angels of light
Release September 2017 | Label : Mighty Music

Listen it : www.vitalbreathband.com

1- The trust
2- Welcome to my world

3- What about love
4- Sorcerer

5- Naïve
6- Inside devil

7- Brother
8- Leave me alone

9- Missing God
10- Unconsciously

11- Witness
12- Would you rather sleep

1rst album : «Duality»



Metallian n°103 (France) : 
«Between bands so varied as Disturbed,

Dream Theater, Alice in chains or Alter Bridge, Vital Breath
evolves in a style not still very appreciated in the hexagon,

 what makes us say that they are innovative!
I can only recommend you the experience of this 

combo which dares the difference.»

VITAL BREATH in the press

Batterie Magazine n°149 
(France) : 

«Vital Breath progress very fast with
Angels of light, a fresh and ruffling the hair 

album which risks to swamp amateurs of riffs 
fat and with catchy tunes.

Besides the instrumental strike force, the big 
strength of Vital Breath stays unquestionably 

these heroic and catchy melodies which 
scratch cortices and give an almighty desire 
to listen again to these angels of light again 

and again!»

Powerplay (UK) : 

«Their mark of modern metal adds 
progressive elements and hard rock. 
Angels of light show the quartet to 
be highly carried out musicians.»



Hellfire Magazin (Germany) : 

«Just saying, that Vital Breath only plays alternative rock music is
some kind too short. After all, the French quartet is able to create 

his own style through miscellaneous stylistic elements, 
among which Prog, Modern Metal and Pop.

The opening « The Trust « has its center of interest in the melodic rock.
The catchy sound of guitar knows how to impress

immediately and at the latest the catchy tune,
the remarkable voice, something rough rock of the singer

developed a certain fascination.»

Callesrockcorner webzine 
(Danemark) : 

«The Trust», «Welcome to my world», 
«What About Love», «Naive», 

«Inside Devil» and 
«Leave Me Alone» kick ass ! 

«Naive» is a really cool ballad. 
A song could be slammed on 
the radio, and could be a hit 
with its fascinating melody.»

United Rock nation (France) : 

«The powerful riffs leaves place in rhythmical tunes, 
and the whole is made with control(master’s degree). 
The French people cultivate their originality and their 

album is richer than what we have just presented 
you. With «Would You Rather Sleep», Vital Breath 

tightens(stretches out) towards almost oriental tones and 
weaves a musical line in the vein of group as Disturbed.»



CONTACT

Booking / Informations : 

contact@vitalbreathband.com

www.vitalbreathband.com

Tel : +33 6 84 11 98 46 ou +33 6 62 76 75 81  

Communication : 

christelle@webozen.com


